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Secrets of Prespa & Ohrid 
Three countries, three lakes, 1000s of species 
 

 

Day 1 – Arrival in Thessaloniki 
Overnight on the outskirts of Thessaloniki  
  

Days 2 & 3: Heraclea & Galičica NP 
Lunch with a beekeeper 
The ancient city of Heraclea 
Two nights under Mt Galičica (Galichitsa)  
  

Days 4 & 5: Albanian Prespa & Korçë  
Mosaic of subsistence allotments and small holdings 
Two nights in Korçë (Korche), cultural capital of Albania  
 

Days 6-8: The Tsar’s Island & Pelicans 
Prespa’s largest and only inhabited island  
A day with a nature writer and a Vlach shepherd 
Boat rides amongst pelicans 
Three nights in Greek Prespa 
 

Day 9 – Lunch by the sea & Departure 
Coastal wetlands, lunch and back to the airport 
See ADD-ONS at the end of this document for ideas 
on other things to see in Thessaloniki and around 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A crossroads for European species, the Prespa and Ohrid lakes are shared by five ethnicities, four national 
parks and three different countries: Albania, Greece and North Macedonia. 
 
The mix of geology, climate and the varied habitats give rise to 170+ species of butterfly, 270+ species 
of birds and over 1,800 plant species, in an area the size of Greater London.  
 
Stroll in ancient juniper forests that look down on the world's largest breeding colony of Dalmatian 
pelicans, whilst learning how to follow the tracks of brown bear, grey wolf and wildcat through the ruins 
of Roman cities, Byzantine churches and Ottoman mosques. 

 

Dates: 
06 – 14 June 2020 
20 – 28 June 2020 
 

Group: 
4 – 7 
 

Cost: 
£1,695 (land only) + £100 sgl. sup. 
 

Walking pace: 
Relaxed – time to take it all in 
 

Theme: 
Gentle walks around natural & 
cultural hotspots, led by Yiannis, a 
mammal expert, birdwatcher and  

history buff 
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Please note that the itinerary below is an accurate guide for each day. As with all such tours the weather 
can mean some activities have to be moved around. We also try to meet as many local people as possible, 
but some have their own farms and working lives, and can occasionally need to re-arrange or cancel at the 
last minute. Still, if anything needs to change, it will be done to keep a balance of the nature-culture-
conservation essence of the tour. 
 
 
A quick word on place names. There’s not a lot of consistency as to how Greek, Cyrillic and Albanian are 
written in Latin characters. We try (but sometimes forget) to use phonetic spellings, which help you 
actually pronounce words when you’re on the tour, but often on maps you’ll see something different. And 
then when you’re in the countries, it’s pretty much open season on consonants usage for road signs. With 
Albanian, you’ll notice place names ending in –ë or –a, which denote case in Albanian grammar. It can 
seem inconsistent, but generally it’s from the Albanian grammatical usage in that context, e.g. the village 
of Nartë OR the Narta Lagoon. 
 

 

Introduction 
How best to describe the tour? 
It’s a ramble through the landscapes and lives in these three ancient lakes, shared across three countries 
and home to five ethnicities.  
 
We don’t rush the walks or visits, so you’ll have time to take everything in. And whilst the professional and 
various local guides are not experts in everything, we’ll take the time for a deep look at every animal or 
plant that crosses our path. No stone is left unturned; whether it’s possibly sheltering a Balkan green lizard 
from the sun or it’s part of Tsar Samuel’s 10th century basilica. 
 
Dalmatian pelicans or Roman mosaics or pies with a beekeeper, each day is packed full of new experiences, 
ready for friendly conversation over good food in the evenings. 
 

 
Day 1 
Arrival in Thessaloniki 
Visitors are asked to arrange their flights to Thessaloniki, Greece, where we'll meet you at the airport (see 
Flexibility in the FAQ document, for those who wish to fly to another airport). 
 
People will get in at different times, so the tour starts at 19:00 in the lobby of Hotel Pefka, where we'll all 
meet before dinner at 19:30. The hotel is in the suburb of Panorama, high above the city. It is quiet and 
next to a park with nightjar. The restaurant terrace also has superb views over the city and the bay. 
 
For those coming in early, we can also recommend things to do and see in Thessaloniki, and you could get 
a taxi back to the hotel in the late afternoon – more info on this can be found in the FAQs. 

 
Many previous visitors have chosen to arrive early or stay for a day or two after in Thessaloniki. We'd 
certainly recommend this as it's a walkable and interesting city. We can suggest where to go, eat and drink, 
and visitors should definitely get a copy of Mark Mazower's 'Salonica, City of Ghosts'. 
 
Thessaloniki is served daily by a variety of direct flights from a variety of airports. As is often the case, 
cheaper flights from the UK tend to arrive and depart early in the morning or late at night. If you are thinking 
to arrive in Athens, Ohrid, Tirana, Skopje or Sofia, do get in touch to talk about options for arriving in 
Thessaloniki by place, train or coach. 
 
For those wishing to travel without flying, here is how to arrive in Thessaloniki by train through the Balkans, 
or train and ferry via Italy – https://www.seat61.com/Greece.htm - Salonika 
 

https://www.seat61.com/Greece.htm#Salonika
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Day 2 
Arrival in Thessaloniki 
 
Morning 
We'll take the scenic route from Thessaloniki to Prespa, via little known nature and heritage spots along 
the way.  
 
Our first stop is on the edge of the plains at the foot of the Pelister mountain range, which form Prespa’s 
eastern border. Here lives Haris, an organic beekeeper and mushroom forager. He'll show us his 
demonstration hives and explain about honey, propolis and Royal jelly. He makes some lovely liqueurs from 
local plants too, often added as a sauce for homemade ice cream. 
 
Lunch 
Haris's wife will make us Greek pies for lunch - 'pita' in Greek - which can be filled with cheeses, peppers, 
leeks, you name it, and we'll eat them in their garden whilst listening to nightingales and golden orioles. 
 
Afternoon 
Haris lives a few miles from the border with North Macedonia and the plains are home to Montagu’s 
harrier, so we’ll drive slowly and have eyes out for the male’s distinctive, silver body.  
 
Once we cross the border, it’s only a couple more miles to the modern city of Bitola, which was established 
near the site of ancient Heraclea Lyncestis. Founded by Philip II of Macedon in the 4th century BC, Heraclea 
was named in honour of the mythological Greek hero Heracles, or Hercules as the Romans called him. 
Hadrian built a large theatre here, which exists today in a fairly good state. By the 4th-century the whole 
region had become an important episcopal centre, and Heraclea was near the centre of that. Two basilica 
were built on the site and their columns and fine floor mosaics remain. 
 
Heraclea is on the outskirts of Bitola, from Obitola, a Slavic word for a monastery. The city’s name in Greek 
and Turkish being Monastiri and Manastir, due to the large number of monasteries on the mountains all 
around the city. As we drive around the outside of it, Bitola appears like any other Eastern European city; 
high-rise residential towers along tree-lined streets full of Yugo, Lada and Zastava. The centre though 
retains its mix of Austro-Hungarian and Ottoman influences, the old military academy at which Ataturk 
studied and two centuries old mosques. 
 
With the Pelister mountain range on our left, we’ll continue around it until Lake Great Prespa comes into 
view. Driving along its northern edge, past villages with church towers next to minarets, we’ll arrive at our 
hotel by the lake for the next two nights – Lakeview Oteshevo. This quaint, twenty room hotel is right on 
the shores of Great Prespa, with its very own beach and jetty, and was first constructed during the Tito-
era. It was recently taken over by a local family and, whilst there are no frills, it is situated alone, miles from 
anyone, in a spectacular location.  
 
As with all the hotels and guesthouses we use, there’s hot and cold running water, air conditioning and 
heating, and Wi-Fi works well in the restaurant area and is fairly strong in most rooms. 
 
Dinner will be just up the road, with regional cuisine and the local firewater, aged in oak barrels. The 
owners, two brothers, also just happen to be accomplished classical and jazz guitarists, so we’ll ask them 
to take a break and play a few pieces for us. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Day 3 
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Galičica National Park and Lake Ohrid 
 
Pronounced Ga-li-chit-sa, this huge mountain range is a national park (IUCN Level 2) and separates the 
Prespa lakes from the even larger and older Lake Ohrid. After breakfast, we’ll meet a forester and park 
warden who will be our guide for the day. He’ll take us up and over the mountain, with an easy stroll in the 
plateau at 1,500m that is a known plant and butterfly hotspot, looking out for Queen of Spain and the 
Apollo butterflies, and from plants, the local endemic Mayeri’s milkvetch, Galičica houseleek, and Daphne 
oleoides. As an easy comparison, the whole of the UK has 55-60 species of butterfly (depending on what 
you read). Galičica has 170 or so. 
 
Lunch 
Lunch is quite spectacular today. The waters of Prespa are not connected to the outside of the basin by 
rivers and streams. Underneath Galičica, a mountain of limestone, the waters trickle through the rock and 
bubble up in a small lagoon on the shores of Lake Ohrid. We’ll stop for barbecued trout on a terrace by the 
colossal Lake Ohrid, double the size of Great Prespa and four times as deep. 
 
Lake Ohrid:  358 km²  (138 sq mi) 
Great Prespa:  259 km²  (100 sq mi) 
Lesser Prespa:  46.8 km²  (18 sq mi) 
Windermere:  14.7 km²  (5.7 sq mi) 
 
 
Afternoon 
We drive a short distance alongside the lake to the recently opened Bay of Bones. A funny choice of title, 
it is actually a reconstructed, prehistoric settlement of mud houses built on stilts above the lake. Such 
constructions have been found around Ohrid, Korçë and nearby Kastoria in Greece and date from 3,000 – 
2,000 BC. The views and atmosphere are something else, and we’ll learn a bit more about them when we 
visit the archaeological museum in Korçë in two days’ time. 
 
Evening 
After a large lunch, dinner today will probably be a bit lighter, maybe at the hotel or back to the local 
restaurant we visited the previous evening. 
 
 

Days 4 & 5 
Albanian Prespa and Korçë  
 
Morning 
Potentially a bit of a later breakfast today before we check out and cross the border into Albania. 
 
The next two nights are spent in Korçë (Kor-cha), allowing us to explore the Albanian parts of Great and 
Lesser Prespa, plus Korçë itself. As it is a small area we tend to move things around depending on the 
availability of three local guides, so what follows won’t necessary be in chronological order. 
 
On the western side of the Prespa basin lies the Mali i Thate / Galičica mountain range, running north-
south and dividing the Prespa lakes on the left from the Korçë plain and Lake Ohrid to the right. Between 
Korçë and Albanian Prespa there is one asphalted mountain pass on which we'll spend a bit of time, as not 
only are the views great, but it's home to some of the region’s most attractive birds: common and blue 
rock thrush, black-eared wheatear, red-backed, woodchat and lesser grey shrike, bee-eater, hoopoe, black-
headed bunting and Eastern Orphean warbler. And the dry, karstic, western side of Prespa is perfect for 
short-toed eagle (or snake eagle as it would be called if directly translated from the local languages). 
 
Visitors quickly realise that the landscape in Albanian Prespa looks similar, but also very different. There is 
no intensive farming here; to a large extent the residents just farm for their own need, and few have 
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machines. The history behind this and current socio-economic issues are part of a longer discussion, but 
from nature's perspective, this creates a healthy mosaic of different fields and crops - perfect for birds and 
insects. It's also how a lot of Europe would have looked before the Industrial Age.  
 
Near the village of Goriçe e Vogel we hope to meet Valentina, a local teacher and eco-guide. She often 
joins us on a circular walk outside her village, by the lakeshore and old terraces that are returning to nature. 
It's a flat walk that's largely shaded, giving us the chance to take our time and stop to check every last 
butterfly and wildflower in the meadows, terraces that are ‘re-wilding’ now the locals don’t use them and 
the wood proper.  The trees are full of golden oriole and nightingale, with pelicans and cormorants next to 
us on the lake. 
 
For lunch, we often stop further along Great Prespa to sample the local speciality, carp in a white sauce, 
served on the terrace with views over the historical island of Mali Grad. 
 
Over on the shores of Lesser Prespa, the contrast between this seemingly isolated part of Albania and the 
cosmopolitan atmosphere of Korçë could hardly be any starker; it even feels more remote than the small 
villages in Great Prespa. Indeed, a few years ago a resident told Julian Hoffman (who you’ll meet in Greece 
on day 7 or 8) that it was the ‘land that even God has forgotten.’  
 
On the way in we stop at the channel that connects Lake Lesser Prespa to the Devoll River, a connection 
built after WWII to bring lake water to the plains. Unfortunately, in winter it brought sediment back into 
the lake, lowering its depth and causing the blanket of reeds we see today. The lack of open water means 
no easy fishing for the birds, or the fishermen in the Albanian villages that still live to a large extent from 
subsistence farming and fishing, supplemented a tiny bit by what they can sell.  
 
By the channel, the skies are often full with hirundines and Yiannis will listen out for rock nuthatch. Crag 
martins should be seen hunting together with dragonflies and damselflies hunting over the shallows. Keep 
an eye (and ear) out too for penduline tit, who regularly use the willows for the incredible nests. 
 
In the village of Shuec, we hope to meet Florian, who will show us the new stable for his small herd of 
‘dwarf’ cow, an indigenous breed found only in Greek and Albanian Prespa. He is part of a cross-border 
project to preserve this breed run by the SAVE Foundation (Switzerland) with the assistance on the Greek 
side with the Society for the Protection of Prespa – more on them in a couple of days. 
 
Checking in to the wonderfully homey ‘White House’ in the old town of Korçë, there is time for a break and 
freshening up before we explore Albania’s cultural capital and second city – at a few thousand people, 
‘town’ would be a more comparable word, but city it technically is. One evening we hope to meet Ema, a 
young woman born, raised and working in Korçë. She’ll take us on a short walking tour of the centre, past 
the 15th-century mosque of Mirahori Illiaz Bey, the clock tower and into the recently done-up market 
sector. Often it’s warm enough for us to sit out in the square and gorge on local sausage, pork chops, meze 
and salads before a walk up the recently pedestrianised main street. 
 
Whilst in Korçë it’ll be half way through the tour and so generally, on one of the afternoons, we offer people 
some time to themselves, to put feet up in the hotel or have a wander. But for those who are interested, 
we recommend you join Yiannis for two of the city’s fine museums. First, the Medieval Art Museum. This 
newly opened building houses many of the precious icons from churches around the Korçë district. Like 
Bitola, Ohrid and Kastoria, the area was a religious centre in medieval times and Korçë gave its name to a 
school of painters. One enters the museum to a wall of hundreds of icons before walking through the rest 
of the museum with images in chronological order. For fans of religious art or not, it is a breathtaking 
display of colour from the 14th century onward. 
 
We then have a guided tour around the archaeological museum, learning about the Neolithic settlements, 
some of the first and most important in Albania and the wider region, which were excavated near the 
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former Lake Maliq, outside Korçë. You’ll recognise the stilts and houses found in the excavations from 
those reconstructed over Lake Ohrid. 
 
 

Days 6 - 8 
Greek Prespa 
 
The next three nights will be spent under the granite slopes of eastern Prespa. Unlike the karst on the west, 
the valleys have permanent streams and the forest changes from the Mediterranean feel to one of beech 
and fir. 
 
We’ll stay not too far from the lake though, at Mylos, a traditional farmhouse and mill, restored and 
converted into a 10 room guesthouse. As with all accommodation on the trip, it has breakfast, heating, hot 
water, wi-fi and en-suite rooms. It’s also surrounded by two wooded streams and farmland, with plenty of 
woodpeckers to seek out and shrikes on top of many a reed used to prop up the beans. 
 
As with the itinerary on the Albanian side, we have a list of walks, activities and people to meet here, which 
can change around depending on factors like the wind on the lake for the boat ride. So what follows is an 
explanation of that, but not necessarily in the order that it’ll happen. 
 
Arriving into Greek Prespa from Albania, we’ll get our first proper glimpse of Lake Lesser Prespa. The best 
place to introduce the landscape is on the hill opposite Tsar Samuel’s island, which also happens to be next 
to the world’s largest breeding colony of Dalmatian pelican. Together with white pelican, you’ll have in 
front of you, on the lakes and in the skies some 4,000 of the bird. Many a time they will be circling in the 
thermals overheard in the dozens. If you never seen the bird with Europe’s largest wingspan, you’ll soon 
have exceptionally good views of them. Yiannis will have a telescope on hand to also point out the pygmy 
cormorants, glossy ibis, night and squacco herons, great white and little egret and marsh harriers. There 
are also ferruginous duck and small numbers of purple heron and little bittern in and around the island and 
these reed beds. 
 
Across from the hill is the island of Saint Achillios (Ayios Achillios on maps), inhabited for centuries, but 
until 2000 only accessible by boat. For the millennium a footbridge was built, which we cross to do a short, 
circular route of the island. It's a beautiful place, giving commanding views of the mountains all around the 
Prespa lake basin. The island itself is surrounded by wet meadows and reed beds, kept in control by a herd 
of Prespa dwarf cows and water buffalo. The island is famous for being a short-lived capital (or at least 
major base) of Tsar Samuel in the 10th century and his now ruined, but still magnificent basilica. Depending 
on energy levels and the weather, the tavern on the island provides dinner with a view. 
 
For one of the next two days we'll be joined by Julian Hoffman, an English-Canadian writer who has lived 
in Prespa for 17 years with his wife, Julia. As well as being one of the region’s most experienced bird-
watchers, he is the author of ‘The Small Heart of Things’, an award-winning essay collection primarily set 
in Prespa that explores the connections between man, nature, place and home. And in 2019 he released 
‘Irreplaceable’ to excellent reviews in the British press. He has a great blog too - Notes from Near and Far.  
 
Starting on the eastern side of the isthmus, by 'Barred warbler corner' we'd be on the lookout for breeding 
birds such as alpine swift, black-headed bunting, red-backed shrike, golden oriole and yellow wagtail 
feldegg (black head). Plus, the wide variety of butterflies and spring plants covering the land as we walk 
west amongst river forest, lakeshore, scrubland and reed bed by the lakeshore, the latter being a great 
place in the morning for pelicans, cormorants and other water birds. [Note: Barred warbler are in small 
numbers and are tough to see or, more importantly, hear after May.] 
 
We will stop at the sluice gate to hear about the wetland restoration work done by the Society for the 
Protection of Prespa, whose work is directly responsible for the increase of Dalmatian pelican from 120 
breeding pairs in the 1990s to the 1,200 plus today. 

https://julian-hoffman.com/
https://julian-hoffman.com/
https://julian-hoffman.com/
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This day, and every day, we'll be looking out for the footprints and other signs left by the region's mammals. 
With the exception of deep winter, bears are on the move and their footprints and characteristic faeces 
can be found all around the lakes and mountains. But it's just as fun learning to spot badger and wildcat, 
or distinguishing between wolf or dog, goat or roe deer. Yiannis is a mammal expert, particularly for otters, 
and we may also pass by a trail camera (camera trap) and see what walked past in the days before us. 
 
After lunch, we'll visit a traditional shepherds’ village, nestled in a plateau at 1,000m asl, surrounded by 
mountains and on the border with Albania. As with many residents in Greek Prespa, the villagers belong to 
the Aromanian ethnicity (often referred to as "Vlach" in the Balkans). Many Aromanians were 
transhumance shepherds, a semi-nomadic people moving great distances throughout the Byzantine and 
Ottoman empires as they moved their herds from summer to winter pasture. One of the shepherds will 
join us for a walk around the village and nearby fields, where one will soon notice fodder crops full of 
poppies, cornflower and corn cockle. He'll point out the various herbs, berries and flowers that his 
generation used for medicinal purposes, as well as giving a short history of the Vlach people and his own 
life as a shepherd. 
 
This generally brings us to about 16:00, at which time we return to the hotel for a few hours’ rest for those 
who fancy it. Or, for those who'd like to see a bit more, the hotel is set amongst fields and streams, so 
Yiannis can take people for a short bit of nature-spotting. 
 
At some stage we'll visit Ayios Yermanos for an hour or two, a mountain village recently listed to protect 
its vernacular architecture. We'll have a short walk to see the 10th-century church and some of the 
exemplary houses from the 19th and 20th century. 
 
Mornings are often best for a 90 minute boat ride onto Great Prespa. During the 14th and 15th century 
the Ottoman Empire grew and grew. Monks and hermits were drawn to the caves in the cliffs along the 
Great Prespa Lake; caves that could only be accessed by boat.  The ruins of these hermitages, with their 
well-preserved wall paintings, can still only be reached by boat. We take a tour with local fishermen, who 
tell us about the caves, hermits and also the lives of fishermen. On top of this, we get great views of the 
boats of pelicans and other water birds fishing in the lake. As it's a boat trip, it's a very relaxed way to spend 
the morning, with weight taken off feet. Once back on land we'll take a short walk around the gorgeous 
fishing village before exploring the wide openings at the foot of the mixed oak and juniper forests. 
 
After lunch, we drive higher into the forest. After leaving the minibus we take a ramble amongst ancient 
juniper stands, some a thousand years old. The soil and climate make these stands unique in Europe and 
they are host to a range of important plants, dozens of butterfly species and good chances of seeing 
hoopoe, treecreeper, ortolan bunting, woodlark and short-toed eagle. Half of Greek Prespa's plants can be 
found here, including the rare soapwort (Saponaria bellidifolia), Orchis mascula, Orchis quadripunctata, 
Platanthere cholrantha and Ophrys sphegodes. The mountain was also a frontline during the Greek Civil 
War of 1945-1949 and many ruined military buildings are found along the footpath. For the whole walk, 
you'll want to be on the lookout for signs of bear, wolf, wild boar and roe deer. They love these forests. 
Eyes open for Stag beetle (Lucanus cervus) too.  
 
One of our evenings will be spent at a traditional coffee shop, 'To Kazani tou Pappou' ('Grandad's Distillery', 
in English). Since the 1920s the village has largely been inhabited by Pondic Greeks, who originate from the 
area around the Pondus river delta in what is now northern Turkey. Little known outside Greece and Turkey 
are the devastating Population Exchanges of the 1920s. Following the break-up of the Ottoman Empire and 
re-drawing of maps after the Balkan Wars, the two countries 'exchanged' some 2 million Christians and 
Muslims against their will. Some of these Anatolian Greeks settled in Prespa, others, like the family of Haris, 
our beekeeper friend, settled in the Florina plains. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transhumance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vernacular_architecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Population_exchange_between_Greece_and_Turkey
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(Read more: an introduction on Wikipedia or try two brilliant Bernieres's brilliant book on the exchanges, 
Louis de Bernieres's historical fiction, Birds Without Wings and a non-fiction account by Bruce Clark, Twice 
a Stranger. 
 
Whilst dinners are at the hotel, distillery or a local tavern, lunches are normally a gourmet picnic of 
homemade wraps, muffins, flapjacks and fruit from a local restaurant. This allows us to spend as much time 
as possible out and about, but there are a host of small, family-run taverns in the villages that Yiannis may 
add in. Wherever you eat though, food around Prespa and Ohrid is simple, yet excellent, with plenty of 
light salads, dips and meze for people with a variety of diets. We have a lot of flexibility built into the 
itinerary to ensure that everyone always feels well fed and catered for. 
 
 
 

Day 9 
Lunch by the sea and back to Thessaloniki 
 
Today we journey back to Thessaloniki and will arrive on its outskirts by 14:00, which allows for people to 
get flights after 17:00. If you wish to fly an hour or two earlier than that, we should be able to combine the 
last stop with a short taxi ride for those who need to rush back to the airport. That being said, as we’ll 
explain below, we’d recommend that you stay overnight in Thessaloniki and see something of this historic 
city. 
 
After breakfast we will take the fast road back to Thessaloniki. By noon we will be on the outskirts of the 
city where 3 major rivers form a delta and national park. With a tower and small restaurant on a narrow 
strip between the sea and a lagoon full of birds, it’s the perfect place to end the trip, raising a glass with 
some excellent Greek seafood and salads. Bird lovers will be pleased with the stone curlew and variety of 
waders, gulls and terns, and everyone enjoys looking out for the ground squirrels. 
 
As we get there by noon, those who need to get back to the airport, could skip the lagoons and get a taxi 
to the airport, but all being well everyone will be able to stay with us to enjoy a relaxed lunch before 
evening flights. 
 
 
ADD-ON extras 
Not a problem, and we'd be pleased to advise you on this too.  More details can be found in the Frequently 
Asked Questions section on the main site, but we’d wholeheartedly recommend a night or two in 
Thessaloniki.  
 
As a major port city, Thessaloniki - or Salonika - has been at the heart of the region for centuries. Founded 
in 315 BC by Cassander of Macedon, it became the second largest and wealthiest city of the Byzantine 
Empire after Constantinople (modern-day Istanbul). Conquered by the Ottomans in 1430, it then passed 
to modern Greece on 8 November 1912.  
 
Remains from throughout history survive today amongst the modern buildings and this small city has 13 
UNESCO heritage sites within a short walk of each other, including the Roman market and forum, tiny 
churches, cathedrals, monasteries and the castle atop the Old Town. Rambling cobbled streets with tiny 
shops and taverns. Mosques and Hamman dotted around the city. An incredible archaeological museum, 
together with fine photographic, Byzantine and Jewish history museums – indeed, on the eve of WWII, 
Thessaloniki had Europe’s largest Jewish population. One mustn’t forget Mediterranean café culture at its 
best along the coastal road and throughout the city. It’s simply a superbly relaxed yet little known and 
visited gem of a town.  
 
Don't forget Mark Mazower's book, Salonica, City of Ghosts: Christians, Muslims and Jews, which is 
essential reading for those considering a stop here.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Population_exchange_between_Greece_and_Turkey
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For Thessaloniki, as well as Athens, trips to Kerkini, Metora, Dodoni, Delphi, Phillipi, Mt Olympus or even 
add-ons to nearby Bulgaria, do feel free to chat with Chris about trains, planes, hotels and maps on 0044 
7506 381 757 or info@balkantracks.com 
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